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Motivation

Can we strengthen the security posture of a cloud-native 
environment by enriching security scanner results with 

context information?
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Goals

Can the false-positive ratio of DAST tools be improved with rules based on 
contextual information! 

How effective is this approach! 

Does a graph-based security posture visualisation assist security experts!
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Related Work
high level of disagreement between scan results 

recommendation to improve 

the accuracy of security verification checks 

the reporting mechanism
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DAST (Web vulnerability scanner)

Mansour Alsaleh, Noura Alomar, Monirah Alshreef, Abdulrahman Alarifi, and AbdulMalik Al-Salman. 2017. Performance-Based 
Comparative Assessment of Open Source Web Vulnerability Scanners. Security and Communication Networks 2017 (May 
2017), e6158107. https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/6158107
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Related Work
usage of additional information to improve security decisions 

used in work on intrusion detection systems 

list the following information as helpful:
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Context-Aware Security

Nadjah Chergui and Narhimene Boustia. 2020. Contextual-Based Approach to Reduce False Positives. IET Information 
Security 14, 1 (2020), 89–98. https: //doi.org/10.1049/iet-ifs.2018.5479
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Methodology

• IDS
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Overview
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Methodology
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Orchestration
{

   "id":"1aaa4efc-14f1-4847-8e43-1413a06c2b0a",

   "name":"Log4Shell (CVE-2021-44228)",

   "description":"Log4j2 "#2.14.1 JNDI features used in configuration, ""$",

   "location":"http:"%unguard-proxy.unguard.svc:3000",

   "osi_layer":"APPLICATION",

   "severity":"HIGH",

   "attributes":{

      "host":"unguard-proxy.unguard.svc",

      "port":"3000",

      """$"

   }

}
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Methodology
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Observability Platform

Anticipating the Future

Dependency Analysis 

Profiling

Debugging

Overview
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Methodology
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Observability
[

   {

      "entityId":"24e1-4247",

      "displayName":"Unguard",

      "hostname":"unguard-proxy.unguard.svc",

      "toRelationships":{

         """$"

      },

      "metadata":{

         """$"

      }"softwareTechnologies":[

         "jdk8u121"

      ],

      "fromRelationships":{

         """$"

      }

   }

]
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Methodology
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Ingest
{

   "id":"1aaa4efc-14f1-4847-8e43-1413a06c2b0a",

   "name":"Log4Shell (CVE-2021-44228)",

   "description":"Log4j2 "#2.14.1 JNDI features used 
in configuration, ""$",

   "location":"http:"%unguard-proxy.unguard.svc:3000",

   "osi_layer":"APPLICATION",

   "severity":"HIGH",

   "attributes":{

      "host":"unguard-proxy.unguard.svc",

      "port":"3000",

      """$"

   }

}


[

   {

      "entityId":"24e1-4247",

      "displayName":"Unguard",

      "hostname":"unguard-proxy.unguard.svc",

      "toRelationships":{

         """$"

      },

      "metadata":{

         """$"

      }"softwareTechnologies":[

         "jdk8u121"

      ],

      "fromRelationships":{

         """$"

      }

   }

]
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Methodology
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Visualization
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Evaluation & Results

amount of false positives most important metric
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Details

OWASP ZAP 
(open-source)

Tenable 
(commercial)

OWASP JuiceShop 
(monolith)

Dynatrace Unguard 
(microservices)

DAST Tools Test-beds 
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Conclusion
reduce false positives of security tools with context information 

better results are expected for microservice-based applications (topology) 

the effectiveness will be evaluated in the near future with the two projects, Unguard 
and OWASP JuiceShop 

graph-based visualisation has to be tested with production data
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Summary & Outlook
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Q&A
reduce false positives of security tools with context information 

the effectiveness will be evaluated in the near future with the two projects, Unguard 
and OWASP JuiceShop
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Key outcomes
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